Edge Cloud - Monetization Pack (125, 250, 500, 1250)

Description
Apigee Edge API Monetization delivers certain capabilities to help you to enable and generate value from the usage of your digital assets using various business models and rate plans.

Key Features
- API event to transaction mapping and logging & rating
- Terms and conditions management
- Standard, Developer Category and Developer Specific rate plans
- Charging model rate plans, Revenue sharing rate plans, Custom Attribute rate plans and Multi-party revenue sharing rate plans
- WorldPay payment gateway integration
- Prepaid and Postpaid Billing
- Non Financial Limit Management (transaction volume)
- Reporting and billing Document Generation
- Tax engine integration
- Rate plans on custom attributes
- Multiple Currency Support
- Financial Limit Management (transaction values)
- Posting files for integration to other systems
- Ability to set up multiple subsidiaries and plans, reports at subsidiary or parent level
- Developer portal integration for Developers to consume API product packages, rate plans and reports.
- Supported browsers :
  - On Windows operating system - Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Safari, Firefox (current and previous major version)
  - On Mac OS - Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Safari, Firefox (current and previous major version)

Deployment options
- Hosted multi-tenant cloud

Limitations
- Additional payment gateways integration available via custom work, additional charges may apply.
- Payment gateway set up fees and transaction fees apply separately and is not part of Apigee subscription license.
- Limit enforcement is expected to be near real time. Additional lag time might apply for limit enforcement in a multi region set up using Apigee One Region Distributed Network (DN) Pack.
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• Currency exchange calculation and tax calculation engine included. Additional engines or change of the engines might be possible via custom work, additional charges may apply.
• Posting files to other systems in specific format possible via custom work, additional charges may apply.
• Limited to regions and transactions where WorldPay payment gateway accepts payments.
• Monetization data is retained for 12 months only.

The above represents current Apigee Edge specifications, and Apigee reserves the right to change features and functionality and the corresponding specifications in this sheet. The latest spec sheet may be found at http://apigee.com/about/documents/apigee-specification-sheet-current, and any updated specifications will be deemed substituted for the above upon their being posted/made accessible at the foregoing location.

Performance throughput will vary based on different API proxy processing factors.
Apigee(R) and Edge are trademarks of Google, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.